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Abstract— The implementation of data mining techniques in
the medical area has generated great interest because of its
potential for more efficient, economic and robust performance
when compared to physicians. In this paper, we focus on the
implementation of Multiple-Instance Learning (MIL) in the area
of medical image mining, particularly to hard exudates detection
in retinal images from diabetic patients. Our proposed approach
deals with the highly noisy images that are common in the
medical area, improving the detection specificity while keeping
the sensitivity as high as possible. We have also investigated the
effect of feature selection on system performance. We describe
how we implement the idea of MIL on the problem of retinal
image mining, discuss the issues that are characteristic of retinal
images as well as issues common to other medical image mining
problems, and report the results of initial experiments.
Index Terms— Data mining, abnormality detection, multiple-
instance learning, medical image mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
Abnormality detection in images is predicted to play an
important role in many real-life applications. One key example
is the screening of medical images. A fast, accurate, and
reliable method for abnormality detection in images will help
greatly in improving the health-care screening process.
Existing efforts in abnormality detection have largely been fo-
cused on relational databases [5]. They can be categorized into
two main approaches. In the first approach, a standard of what
are the norms is first established. Significant deviations from
the established standards is regarded as abnormal. Techniques
such as statistical deviation analysis and clustering [7] fall
into this category. A different approach is to learn the char-
acteristics of the abnormalities through supervised training.
Based on the learned characteristics, detection is performed
by checking whether any of these learned characteristics is
present in the data. Techniques in this approach includes:
case-based reasoning and classification using neural networks,
decision trees, etc. [7].
We believe that the second type of approach, based on building
a classifier for the abnormalities of interest is better suited
to detecting abnormalities in medical images, since these
abnormalities are more regular than, say, fraudulent ATM
transactions. By exploiting what we know of the regularities
in both normal and abnormal images we should be able to
achieve a better combination of sensitivity and specificity.
Unfortunately, applying supervised-learning based approaches
to detecting abnormalities in images is not straightforward.
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Supervised learning assumes that the training samples are
classified by an expert as either normal or abnormal. However,
in typical applications, such as medical image analysis, the
training images only have vague class labels (normal, abnor-
mal), yet without information from the human experts as to
what aspect of the image justifies the label.
To learn the characteristics of abnormalities, we adapt the
multiple-instance learning framework of [2]. We use the idea
of multiple-instance learning (MIL) because of the incomplete
labelling information that we have about the training images.
Namely, the training images only have class labels (normal,
abnormal), yet without information from the human experts
as to what part of the image caused the abnormal labels to be
applied. Hence, the MIL framework is an appropriate approach
to the problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt at using multiple-instance learning for learning
abnormalities in medical images.
In this paper we present a framework for abnormality detection
in images. The framework consists of three main components:
extraction of relevant image features, the discovery of abnor-
mality characteristics and dealing with errors in the training
data.
To extract relevant image features, we use the algorithm
described in [10] that automatically discovers relative invariant
relationships among objects in a set of images. Here, we
show how the algorithm can be utilized to suggest suitable
image features to be used for subsequent abnormality detection
process.
The learning process is complicated by the fact that it is
important to maintain high sensitivity, particularly for medical
image screening. In other words, we cannot afford to miss out
any abnormality if one truly exists. A high sensitivity multiple-
instance learning strategy is proposed. Experiments on real-life
data set of diabetic retinal screening images show that we are
able to achieve some improvement upon a previous system [6]
without any additional time cost.
Another important aspect of abnormality detection in medical
images is that a medical image data is typically very noisy,
which is a characteristic of all medical data.[19][12] To obtain
meaningful detection accuracy, we need, in particular, to deal
with incorrectly labelled training data. Our approach to this
within the context of the MIL frameworks is described below.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
related work in the areas of abnormality detection and medical
image mining. Section 3 gives our approach to solve this
problem, including image pre-processing, feature generation
and learning. Section 4 shows the experiment results. Finally,
we conclude in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Here we define “Abnormality Detection” as detecting rare
abnormal objects in a data set, via modelling the rare objects
themselves, instead of the normal objects. For example, if we
want to detect a certain fraudulent activity in the usage of
credit cards, we would do it by learning a definition of such
fraudulent activity, followed by detecting any such activities
in the customer usage data according to this definition. This
is quite different from approach of learning the characteristics
of normal objects first, and then classify sufficiently different
objects as abnormal ones. Which approach is preferable will
depend on the application domain. We believe that charac-
terizing the abnormal objects directly is appropriate for the
medical image domain.
Recently, there has been an increased interests in medical
image abnormality detection. Parr, et al., applied model based
classification to detect anatomically different types of linear
structures in digital mammogram, in order to enable ac-
curate detection of abnormal line patterns.[16] El-Baz and
his colleagues proposed a method based on analysis of the
distribution of edges in local polar co-ordinates to detect lung
abnormalities in 3-D chest spiral CT scans [3].
Such detection is a challenging task due to the similarity
between the real abnormalities and other normal patterns in
the images. Consequently most algorithms produce a large
amounts of false positives.[16] Here, we represent the medical
image abnormality detection problem as a multiple-instance
learning (MIL) problem,[2][14] in order to reduce the large
amount of false positives while maintaining the true positives
detection accuracy. [17], [21] and [11], have applied the
multiple-instance learning framework to images where the
main target is to detect the existence of some pre-defined
objects in a series of images. Their problem is slightly easier
since the demands on sensitivity are very different.
III. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Overview
Figure 1 gives an overview of the major steps involved in
the detection of abnormality in images. Initially, a subset of
the images are processed to obtain the relevant features for
learning the characteristics of the abnormalities in the images.
[10] makes the observation that in images, more often than not,
it is the relative relationships among the image features that are
meaningful for interpretation. Based on this observation, we
employ the ViewpointMiner[10] to first discover the significant
patterns among features. These patterns serve as important
hints as to the type of image features to be extracted for the
subsequent learning process.
Once the training images have been processed to extract
the relevant image features, we transform the problem of
abnormality detection in images to a multiple-instance learning
problem. We introduce the notion of “Fake True Bag” to deal
with outliers among the training images. This allows us to
reduce the large number of false positives while maintaining
a high-level of true positive detection in the presence of noise.
When the learning is completed, the results are then used to
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Fig. 1. Image Abnormality Detection Using Multiple-Instance Learning
detect the presence of abnormality in the new set of images.
Details of each step are provided in the following subsections.
B. Image Pre-Processing Feature Selection
Most high-level image feature extraction requires some form
of human intervention. We do not have a good mapping that
maps the low-level image features (color, texture, etc.) to the
high-level image features (lesions, blood vessels etc.). As a
result, most image feature extraction processes are domain-
specific and highly specialized. Therefore, it is important to
give the background of the type of medical images we are
dealing with in this paper before we proceed to describe the
image feature extraction process.
In this paper, we focus on retinal images. In particular, we at-
tempt to identify abnormalities relating to diabetic retinopathy.
One of the symptom of diabetic retinopathy is the presence of
exudates. Exudates show up as random bright patches around
the inter-vascular region. They vary in shapes and sizes (see
Figure 2). A number of methods have been proposed to detect
the presence of exudates through image processing techniques.
[13] shows that using the features such as size, shape and
texture in isolation is insufficient to detect hard exudates
accurately. If the background color of a retinal image is
sufficiently uniform, a simple and effective method to separate
exudates from the background is to select proper thresholds
[20]. [9] has developed a system for detecting the presence of
exudates based on clustering and classification techniques.
Among the features extracted by [9] are:
• Size: The size of a suspected exudate.
• Average Intensity: The average intensity of a suspected
exudate.
• Average Contrast: The average intensity of the suspected
exudate with respect to the average intensity of its sur-
rounding region.
• Optic Cup-Disc Ratios: Figure 3 shows the optic disc
(the bright area within the gray oval). The optic cup is
the brightest region within the disc. According to domain
knowledge, the ratio of the cup-disc is typically 0.3. If
the ratio is too large, it indicates that a detected bright
spot is likely to be a true positive.
Fig. 2. Original retinal image: The hard exudates (the bright patches) will
be two spots on the processed image
Fig. 3. Detect Optic Disc in a Retinal Image
While these features are able to maintain a 100% true positive
detection rate, their false positives detection rate is very
high(about 76.52% of images detected as “with exudates” are
actually without any exudates).
Here, besides the features mentioned above, we employ the
ViewpointMiner [10] to discover significant relative relation-
ships in the set of retinal images. The essential idea behind
ViewpointMiner is to iteratively generate k-objects patterns
from k − 1-objects patterns such that certain fixed distance
or orientation relationships are maintained. Here, we fix one
of the objects to be the optic-disc and discover that the
exudates exhibit interesting distribution around the optic disc
(see Figure 4). The darker the region is, the more patterns are
instances are foud within this region.
Clearly, the relative distance between a suspected exudates
and the optic disc is a useful feature for detecting false
positives. We extract this feature as follows.
Optic Disc Distance: the optic disc distance of each suspected
exudate is the ratio of the distance between the suspected
exudate and the center of the optic disc to the distance between
Fig. 4. Exudates Distribution According to the Optic Disc
the center of the optic disc to the periphery of the retina.
To generate the feature values above, we take the processed
images of ADRIS exudates detection[6] and the original retinal
images as our input data. Each region on the processed images
will be recorded as a potential exudate, and we apply some
simple image growing methods to combine several regions
that are very close to each other into a bigger region. Such
a combination was implemented based on data from the
original image, i.e., if these regions correspond to several
bright patches close to each other in the original retinal image,
we take them as several parts of one unique region which
was split during the processing in the ADRIS system. After
detecting the positions of the regions in the images, we can
generate the corresponding feature values of each region.
Once we have transformed the retinal images into a table of
extracted features, we proceed to the learning phase.
C. Multiple-Instance Learning
One characteristics of medical images is that as long as there
exists one abnormality in an image, that image is classified
as abnormal. All existing retinal image abnormality detection
algorithms reviewed in this paper make the assumption that
each potential abnormality region in the training data set has
been correctly labelled by human experts or according to
some pre-defined rules. However, this is certainly not true
in practice. Medical professionals only label an image as
normal or abnormal. They do not look for the presence of
all abnormalities in an image before concluding that an image
is abnormal.
To model such a scenario, we represent our problem as
a multiple-instance learning problem. The multiple-instance
learning problem can be easily understood by the following
example. Suppose there is a lock that we want to open, and
there are some key chains available. We know which key
chains contain the key that can open the lock. Without testing
all the keys in those key chains, can we find a pattern for
the desired key(s)? In other words, if we are given bags
of examples and we know the label of each bag (positive
or negative), can we infer the defining characteristics of the
positive examples.
The multiple-instance learning problem was first introduced
in [2]. Subsequent works [14] [17] [21] [22] extend the
framework and apply it to other applications. Here, we map
our retinal image abnormality detection problem to a multiple-
instance learning problem as follows:
• Instance:Each instance consists of the extracted features
of a suspected exudate region (see Section 3.2).
• Bag:Each bag refers to a retinal image, and it contains
all the instances within this image.
• True Bag:A bag is labelled as “true”, i.e., “with exu-
dates”, if and only if at least one of the instances within
this bag is a true positive.
• False Bag:A bag is labelled as “false”, i.e., “without
exudates”, if and only if none of the instances within
this bag is true positive.
For ease of reference, from now on, we will call those
instances from true bags True Bag Instances, while those
instances from false bags will be called as False Bag Instances.
Note that not all instances from true bags are true positives,
that is, actual exudates. To solve the multiple-instance learning
problem, we implement two different algorithms, the Diverse
Density Algorithm (DD) and the Axis-Parallel Rectangles
Method (APR).
1) Diverse Density Algorithm: The basic idea behind the
Diverse Density (DD) algorithm introduced in [14] is to try
to find certain point in the feature space whose ratio of the
density of true positives to that of false positives is highest.
For our retinal images, DD assumes that there exists one
“typical true instance”. In the area near this instance, one can
expect that the density of true bag instances to be high, while
the density of the false bag instances to be low. We define
“Diverse Density” as the ratio of the true instance density to
the false instance density. With this, we can find the typical
true instance by maximizing the diverse density in the feature
space.
Let us denote the ith true bag as B+i , the jth instance in that
bag as B+ij , and the value of the kth feature of that instance
as B+ijk. Likewise we denote B
−
i , B
−
ij and B
−
ijk. Assume the
typical true instance we are looking for is a single point t
in the feature space, and with the additional assumption that
the bags are conditionally independent given the target t, we
represent the problem as maximizing the following value:
V (t) = arg max
x
∏
i
Pr(x = t | B+i )
∏
i
Pr(x = t | B−i ) (1)
And for a bag Bi(either B+i or B−i ), using a noisy-or model,
we can get the probability that not all instances miss the target
is:
Pr(x = t | Bi) =
∏
j
(1− Pr(x = t | Bij)) (2)
We model the causal probability of an individual instance on
a potential target as related to the distance between them:
Pr(x = t | Bij) = exp(− ‖ Bij − x ‖
2) (3)
Finally, the distance between two points in the feature space
is calculated by:
‖ Bij − x ‖
2=
∑
k
s2k(Bijk − xk)
2 (4)
while sk are the pre-defined weighting factors.
To search the feature space, we implement a gradient descent
search method (see Algo GradientDD) with some initializing
strategy. For the gradient search method, the choice of the
starting point is very important. By intuition, the instances
from the true bags should be some good starting points.
Hence we use gradient search to find one “hypothesis”
starting from each instance of the “starting true bags”, based
on the training set. These hypotheses will be validated upon
a validation set, to choose the best one as the final target.
The gradient descent search algorithm requires a pre-defined
Algo GradientDD
1 Randomly choose N starting bags B1, B2, ..., BN
2 for each Bi
3 {for each instance Ij within Bi
4 {x = Ij
5 v = V(x) (based on the training set)
6 x’ = x + ∇ V(x)
7 while (| V (x′)− v |> (MinDiff × v))
8 {x = x’
9 v = V(x)
10 x’ = x + ∇ V(x) ×r }
11 hij = x’ }
12 }
13 bs = 0
14 p = 0
15 q = 0
16 for each hij
17 {Test hij on the validation set to get the
sensitivity sen and specificity spec
18 if (sen > MinSen)
19 {if (spec > bs)
20 {bs = spec
21 p = i
22 q = j }
23 }
24 }
25 return(hpq)
step length r to do the search. For each step, we calculate the
k-D gradient of V (x), ∇V (x), and use this gradient to get to
the next point. The gradient search will end till the difference
between the latest two V values is small enough (We use
the parameter MinDiff to tune the minimum distance in our
algorithm).
In order to define the “best hypothesis” during the validation
step, we use the parameter of MinSen. Only those hypotheses
with validated sensitivity (based on the validation set) higher
than the MinSen value will be considered, and then the one
with the highest validated specificity will be chosen as the
final target.
Initial investigations show that the Diverse Density algorithm
does not always give robust performance, especially when
we require the sensitivity value beyond 95%. This is because
the assumption of one “typical true instance” sometimes
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Fig. 5. Distribution of Instances in Feature Space
doesn’t hold in the retinal images. Figure 5 shows the region
occupied by the true instances. It is clear that the true
instances occupies a rather large area, and the distribution
within this area is almost flat. 1 So, the actual choice of a
typical point in the feature space is rather arbitrary. Hence
we also tried another MIL method, i.e., the Axis-Parallel
Rectangles method[2] to solve our problem.
2) Axis-Parallel Rectangles Method: The Axis-Parallel
Rectangles method (APR) for MIL was first introduced in [2].
The basic idea is to draw an axis-parallel rectangle in the
feature space to cover at least one instance from all the true
positive bags, and to exclude as many false positive instances
as possible. Once we have constructed such a rectangle, it can
then be used to judge whether a incoming bag is true positive
or not.
Several algorithms to learn an axis-parallel rectangle for MIL
problems have been developed in [2]. In this paper, we first
modify the axis-parallel rectangle framework to fit our retinal
image problem, and then implement a greedy shrinking algo-
rithm to learn the rectangle. Before we describe our algorithm,
we first introduce some definitions.
• Allpos APR: In the k-D feature space, we can draw a
minimum sized axis-parallel hyper-rectangle that covers
all instances from the true bags. We call this APR Allpos
APR.
1Here we only show a 3D projection of the feature space, while the real
feature space is at least 4D.
• Shrinking Cost: When we attempt to shrink an APR, the
cost of each step s is calculated by:
C(s) =
NumofExcludedTrueBagInstances
NumofExcludedFalseBagInstances
(5)
Similarly, the value of 1/C can be defined as the shrink-
ing gain.
• Minimax APR]: We can shrink the Allpos APR to get
a minimum (maybe locally) APR that contains at least
one instance of all true bags, which we call the Minimax
APR. Here the “minimum” means along all the axis, any
further shrinking will either exclude one true bag totally,
or make the shrinking cost exceed a certain threshold.
Our target is to find one Minimax APR2 in the feature space
during the training. When a new image is obtained, we can
decide whether it has exudates by judging whether each of
its candidate exudate regions falls into the Minimax APR or
not. Figure 6 shows an example of the learned APR on a set
of real-life retinal images.
To get a Minimax APR, we applied an outside-in greedy
shrinking strategy, shown as Algo APRShrink.
In Algo APRShrink, the MaxCost means the maximum cost
we can allow to do the shrinking. If one shrinking step will
cause the exclusion of one whole true positive image, we
will set the shrinking cost as MaxCost also. Let m denotes
the number of instances from the true positive bags, the time
2In general, there is no unique Minimax APR. In a high-dimensional space
there will generally be many, which will generalize differently. The algorithm
we used greedily picks one such.
Fig. 6. Learned APR of Retinal Images
complexity of line 4 to 19 is Θ(k ×m), and if we maintain
a matrix to record whether one instance is excluded or not,
each shrinking operation will cost Θ(k) time. So the time
complexity of this algorithm is determined by the number of
shrinking operations, which is determined by the step length
of the shrinking.
Another way to do the APR shrinking is to shrink the APR
by excluding one instance at a time, instead of with a certain
step length. We adopted a fixed step-length strategy for
simplicity and efficiency. Our investigation shows that even
if we chose the step-length to be only 0.1% of the range of
each axis, the Minimax APR can be obtained within seconds
and produce a Minimax APR that obtains excellent results.
This is because line 1 has reduced the whole feature space by
about 1/3, as shown in Figure 6. Furthermore, many of the
axis directions are quickly labelled as “unshrinkable” because
the true instances are almost at the edges of the Allpos APR.
All in all, we only need to deal with 4 to 6 directions (note
that each axis has two directions) on average which makes
the algorithm highly efficient.
3) Dealing with Noisy Data: As we have mentioned before,
the retinal image data is very noisy. The noise comes in two
forms: One is from the many false instances in both true
bags and false bags. In addition, it is possible that due to
human error, some bags have been labelled wrongly as “true”
bags. The existence of such fake true bags results in bad
performances of the learning algorithms, especially the APR
method. This is because such fake true bags tend to be very
far from other true bags in the feature space. In other words,
they serve to enlarge the generated APR greatly and hence
reduce the effectiveness of the algorithm. The DD algorithms
seem not too sensitive to the existence of such fake true bags,
since we start the search from different starting points such
that the local optimal introduced by the fake true bags could
be removed during the validation step. To identify the fake
true bags in the training data set, we define them as follows:
Fake True Bag (FTB): If one true bag can be removed from
the Allpos APR by shrinking the APR along one axis direction,
while no other true bag will be affected, and the shrinking
efforts till the next true bag can exclude enough false instances
(the shrinking gain g is beyond a given threshold), we call
this true bag an Fake True Bag.
This motivated the step of FTB Removal before the APR
shrinking, as a technique of Outlier Rejection (see Algo
FTBRemoval).
In Algo FTBRemoval, MinGain is the pre-defined shrinking
gain threshold. The detection and removal of FTBs does
not increase the time complexity of the learning method we
employed.
Finally, in a mature APR system, the processing of the
images should include (1)Image pre-processing and feature
Algo APRShrink.
1 draw the Allpos APR R for the training set
2 for (i = 0; i < k; i + +)
3 set axis i as “shrinkable”
4 while there exists axis i that is “shrinkable”
5 {for (i = 0; i < k; i + +)
6 c[i] = 0
7 for (i = 0; i < k; i + +)
8 {if (c[i]=0)
9 {step s = shrinking R
along ax i by one unit
10 c[i] = C(s)
11 if (C[i] > MaxCost)
12 set axis i as “unshrinkable”
13 }
14 }
15 lc = min(c)
16 li = the one in c[i] corresponding to lc
17 if (lc < MaxCost)
18 {step s = shrinking R along ax li by
one unit
19 R ← s(R)}
20 }
21 return(R)
Algo FTBRemoval.
1 draw the Allpos APR R for the training set
2 for (i = 0; i < k; i + +)
3 g[i] = 0
4 for (i = 0; i < k; i + +)
5 {step s = shrinking R along axis i till
the second true positive bag
is going to be excluded
6 if no other true positive bag is
excluded during step s
7 g[i] = 1/C(s)
8 if (g[i] > MinGain)
9 R ← s(R)
10 }
11 return R
generation; (2)FTB Removal; (3)Using APRShrink to find
one Minimax APR and (4)Detecting abnormalities in the new
images using the learned Minimax APR.
The experiment results of the two algorithms above will be
shown in section 4.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section we present the results of the experiments to
evaluate our retinal image abnormality detection system. The
experiments are carried out on a Pentium 4, 1.6 GHz processor
with 256MB memory running Windows XP. All the algorithms
are implemented using C++.
A set of 562 real-life retinal images are obtained from primary
health-care clinics in Singapore. The quality of these images
varies greatly. Some of the images are blurred and over-
exposed while others are clear and distinct. Among these 562
images, 132 images have suspected exudates of which 31 are
labelled by the human physicians as being “abnormal”. These
132 images are used as the input data to our system, for
training and testing.
We run our retinal image abnormality detection system by
using a 10-fold cross validation method. For the DD algorithm,
the data set is partitioned equally into 10 parts of which 6
parts are used as training set, 3 as validation set and the
remaining 1 part is used as the testing set. While in other
learning methods, we simply use 9 folds as the training set
and the remaining 1 as the testing set. Within each fold, there
are 3 to 4 true positive images (actually having exudates) and
13 to 14 false positive images. The process is repeated 10
times and the average accuracy is obtained. Two measures
are used in our experiments: (1) sensitivity which is defined
as the percentage of true positive images that are correctly
detected, and (2) specificity which is defined as the percentage
of detected negative images within the true negative ones.
The calculation of sensitivity and specificity are based on the
definition of confusion matrix in [4]. Note that both sensitivity
and specificity are calculated within the output images from
the original ADRIS system labelled as “with exudates”. The
ADRIS system obtained this image set by processing the
original retinal images from the polyclinic and achieved the
first-step result, which is 100% sensitivity and almost 25%
specificity.
A. Effect of FTB Removal upon APR Method
Here we test the effectiveness of using FTBRemoval to deal
with outliers in the data. Figure 7 shows the results.
For the APR shrinking, we chose the MasCost to be
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Fig. 7. Effect of FTB Removal in APR Shrinking Methods
100, and a step of excluding one whole true positive image
from the APR during training will be considered as with
shrinking cost of MaxCost. The parameters we simulated
during this experiment include the step lengths within the APR
shrinking (along different axis and directions) and the “exudate
threshold”. The exudate threshold is represented as the number
of axes that one instance must satisfy during testing for it
to be detected as a real exudate. To be more specific, if
the exudate threshold is M , and one instance falls into the
learned Minimax APR along no less than M axis, it will be
judged as a true positive instance. Such a threshold roughly
measures the probability of one instance being a true positive
one. For both of the curves shown in Figure 7, the leftmost
data points were obtained while “exudate threshold” was 6,
and the other(s) were obtained while “exudate threshold” was
5. We have 6 features altogether for each instance. When the
“exudate threshold” is fixed, we can change the shrinking step
lengths along the axis to get several data points.
In our experiment, we chose the thresholds such like
MinGain such that the FTB Removal only removes one bag
from the true positive images, and such a removal is remained
in the sensitivity result, i.e., we still consider this removed true
positive image as one of the wrongly excluded true positive
bag of our system. From the curves, we can observe that
when the sensitivity remains quite high (beyond 80%) with
the removal of the FTB, we can achieve a higher specificity
at the same sensitivity than without FTB Removal. And at the
point of sensitivity at 96.67%, FTB removal could get about
2% higher specificity. So if we want to keep sensitivity very
high, the APR shrinking with FTB Removal is preferred.
B. Diverse Density Search vs. APR Shrinking
Also we tested the different MIL algorithms, i.e., the
Diverse Density Algorithm and the APR Shrinking algorithm.
Figure 8 gives the comparison of Diverse Density Search
method, APR Shrinking with FTB removal and APR Shrinking
without FTB removal.
For the gradient DD search, we use 6 true bags as the
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Fig. 8. Comparison between Gradient DD Search and APR Shrinking
starting bags on each run, and the stopping criteria of the
gradient search is that the difference between the two latest
V values (V(x) and V(x’)) is within 0.1% of V(x). Hence we
can tune the parameter MinSen to get the curve of specificity
vs. sensitivity. The GradientDD curve shows that the part
with sensitivity below 80% is rather unstable, but since in
medical implementations such a low sensitivity case is not
quite preferred, we only focus on the part with sensitivity
beyond 80%. In this part, the gradient DD search generally
beats the APR shrinking. Another point here is that the
gradient DD search cannot get a stable result with sensitivity
value higher than 95% in our experiment, while the APR
shrinking methods can do a little bit better.
C. Comparison between MIL Methods and SVM
To compare the MIL methods with non-MIL methods, we
also tested SVMlight3 on our experiment data set. Figure
9 shows the comparison between gradient DD search and
SVMlight.
To do the training using SVMlight, we tuned the parameter
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Fig. 9. Comparison between Gradient DD Search and SVMlight
cost factor to change the weights between positive and nega-
tive instances. More details about induction by SVMlight and
the cost factor could be found in [15]. In our experiment,
we got the specificity vs. sensitivity curve by varying the
cost factor from 20 to 45. We can observe that actually
GradientDD and SVMlight perform similarly. Because of this
we are currently unable to conclude whether MIL methods
outperform non-MIL methods for this problem.
V. CONCLUSION
Multiple-Instance Learning has been shown to be an ef-
fective way to solve learning problems where the training
examples are ambiguous, i.e., a single example object may
have many alternative instances, yet only some of these
instances are responsible for the observed classification of this
object. For the first time, we tried to implement this method in
the area of medical image mining, in particular, as an effective
solution to abnormality detection in retinal images. Though
MIL has been used to solve some other image mining prob-
lems before, there are some unique characteristics of medical
images that require extra effort and some new techniques,
like the extremely noisy data and the strict requirement of
sensitivity. We implemented two approaches to MIL, Diverse
Density and APR, to solve our retinal image mining problem.
The experiment results suggest that some MIL methods, like
3SVMlight is an implementation of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in
C. The source code, binaries and manuals could be found on the following
website: http://svmlight.joachims.org/.
the gradient DD search, is somewhat useful in solving this
problem. However, it is not clear from the experimental results
whether the MIL methods that were used outperform non-
MIL methods for this task. Future work includes exploring
other feature representation and other MIL methods for this
problem.
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